
LIVE YOUR DREAM



Bee Goddess joins forces with Amazon Prime Video and 

their highly anticipated film, “Cinderella” to launch ‘Live your 

Dream’ collection that celebrates female empowerment.

Bee Goddess and the new Cinderella Movie are both about 

transformation and the magic of finding one’s inner power. 

We are proud to collaborate with Amazon Prime Video on 

the reinvention of this classic film, which is set to redefine the 

magic that is ‘Cinderella’ and inspire all generations

of women.

Committed to inspiring, connecting, and encouraging one 

another Cinderella Inspired ‘Live Your Dream’ collection 

features the jewels worn by Camila Cabello and Minnie Driver 

in the movie and more.

Each jewel in the collection aims to encourage women to 

write their own stories.

I hope that this movie and my jewels will inspire women 

everywhere to make their dreams come true and

shine their light.

FOLLOW
YOUR STAR

Bee Goddess Founder & Designer

Ece Sirin



Bee Goddess, The World’s First Talismanic Jewellery Brand, 

shines Light On Amazon Prime Video‘s New Cinderella  Movie 

And Unveils Symbolic ‘Live Your Dream’

Jewellery Collection.



Amazon Prime Video’s Cinderella is a modern tale about a 

free and strong woman, a role model to inspire young women 

around the world to follow their dreams. The collaboration with 

Bee Goddess jewellery is therefore a natural and authentic fit 

as both are defined by transformation and the magic of finding 

one’s inner power.

Bee Goddess encourages everyone in their journey through the 

recognition of inner perfection, wisdom and power to create a 

magical life. As  the  brand of ‘rebirth’, giving birth to who we 

truly are in our essence; who we truly can be if we acknowledge 

that we are in the center of the universe with infinite power

of creativity.

“as featured in

the movie”



Committed to inspiring, connecting, and encouraging one

another, Cinderella Inspired ‘Live Your Dream’ collection

features the jewels worn by Camila Cabello and Minnie Driver

in the movie and more.



Talismans of the soul unlock doors to your mythical life journey. 

Explore the enchanting symbols and what they reveal creative 

spirit of the universe...The longing of the heart for a dream is a 

call to a mythical journey. Bee Goddess empowers and inspires 

people through finding and expressing their inner light.

LIVE YOUR DREAM

YOUR SOUL TALISMAN AWAITS



CINDRELLA’S JEWELBOX

Explore a treasure box of universal wisdom and magical powers 

to  write your personal myth. The symbols in the collection are 

transmitters / compass for the inward journey to explore who 

we are, to express ourselves and to connect with each other in a 

compassionately loving way.



THE SYMBOL OF PARADISE

THE MOON &
THE STAR

The Moon & The Star represent the soul shining a light on the 

spirit.  The feminine receives the light of creation, either the 

female receiving the male, or the soul receiving the light of 

inspiration to become whole.



This magical jewel is inspired by Goddess Artemis, the goddess 

most associated with the moon.

The Moon and The North Star Diamond Necklace.

MARRIAGE

ETERNAL LOVE

UNITY

NEW BEGINNINGS IN ALL 

RELATIONSHIPS

POWERS

It is a harmony of soul and spirit, heart and mind. This symbol, 

also known as OSRAM NE NSOROMMA, reflects the harmony 

created by the union between a man

and a woman.



In the scene where Cinderella is magically prepared for the ball, 

which is one of the most iconic and eye-catching moments of 

the fairy tale, Cinderella wears a Bee Goddess design the Moon 

and North Star Diamond Necklace around her neck as she 

prepares to attend the party with her own design.



STAR OF HOPE

SIRIUS STAR

Sirius shines the light of the spirit.The blazing star of hope is 

Sirius, the manifestation of spiritual light, the mystic center 

-someone blazing like the light itself. The five-pointed star is a 

symbol of perfection, health, harmony, union, protection

and abundance. 



PROTECTION

HEALTH

UNITY

PERFECTION

LUCK

WHOLENESS

POWERS

Five represents the marriage of heaven and earth, spirit and 

matter. Five rayed star symbolizes the balance and harmony 

of the elements: earth, air, fire, water and spirit, also the five 

senses. Sirius is the brightest star in the sky.







“Don’t ruin this incredible magical moment with reason.

Magic is finding your inner light.”

THE NEW MOON IS THEREFORE SYMBOLIC 
OF NEW BEGINNINGS AND REBIRTH.

CRESCENT

INTUITION

INSPIRATION

REBIRTH

NEW BEGINNINGS

GROWTH

NOURISHMENT

POWERS





Cinderella also wears Bee Goddess’ most popular love and 

beauty talisman, Venus, the brightest star in the sky. 



VENUS STAR
VENUS IS THE TRUE
“LOVE BRINGER.”

As one of the symbols of the 

goddess Ishtar (Astarte), queen 

of the heavens, the eight-rayed 

Venus star is a symbol of love 

and new beginnings.



NEW BEGINNINGS

INSPIRATION

LOVE

BEAUTY

WEALTH

POWERS

As the morning and the evening star; Venus is the light bringer. 

Venus star is a symbol of creation and a gateway to heaven. It gifts 

a life enchanted through love and beauty and the power to attract 

everything that makes life worth living.







THE STAR OF INSIGHT
AND ENLIGHTENMENT

JARDIN STAR

The Jardin Star is an eleven pointed star that signifies the 

highest spiritual insight and vision. It is believed that its 11 rays 

put us in touch with angelic beings from higher realms. “The 

Guiding Light” of a star is a metaphor for divine guidance we 

rely upon as we pursue our dreams, ambitions, and adventures. 

The star is a reminder for us to embrace all the wonders, 

beauty, and enchantments.



INSPIRATION

CREATIVITY

BELIEF

DESIRE

IMAGINATION

JARDIN STAR

Reach out for your special star and allow it to guide you to your 

dreams. Jardin Star shines into our hearts the light of our soul’s 

potential and reminds us to dream big and beautiful.





When you follow a magical quest for inner fulfillment you 

will discover the inner light and share it

with others.

The queen, played by Minnie Driver, wears the Jardin Star 

identified with wisdom and insight.



Carol Woolton, talking with legendary costume designer Ellen 

Mirojnick who was jewellery hunting in London & walked past 

Bee Goddess on Walton Street and asked

@beegoddessjewellery to make pieces for the movie.

Carol Woolton

Editor of British Vogue and a leading international

authority on jewellery.

https://tr.beegoddess.com/pages/cinderella

BEHIND THE SCENES
CINDERELLA MEETS

 BEE GODDESS MAGIC



“From the day I walked into the BEEGODDESS shop on Walton 

Street in London, I was hypnotized by the beauty and message 

of each design. I knew it would be the perfect addition to our 

film, Cinderella. Learning my wish would be possible, we set a 

meeting with Ece, the master creator and designer of

BEE GODDESS. The meeting was MAGIC. Ece told me the 

origins, the meaning of the symbols, We became friends 

immediately, like soul sisters reunited through myth and beauty. 

I was so so excited she agreed to participate in our project. 

I found a magnificent talent sitting across from me that day 

and knew that her contribution would hit the perfect note. My 

experience working with Ece was beyond brilliant. She was 

easy, understood my needs, the timing and the actress so 

quickly. The pieces she created for Cinderella are iconic. I was 

so happy fate would lead me to Bee Goddess. Ece instincts and 

talents are exceptional she is the original Goddess! We have 

become friends for eternity, I am grateful for her generosity and 

the Goddess energy she shares with us all.”

Ellen Mirojnick 

Emmy Winner Costume Designer



TURKEY

1 Akmerkez, İstanbul

2 Akasya, İstanbul

3 Zorlu, İstanbul

4 Yalıkavak Marina, Bodrum

5 Hillside Beach Club, Fethiye

6    Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum

7    Yalıkavak Marina, Bee Happy

8    Caresse, a Luxury Collection   

       Resort, Bodrum

UK

9 Walton Street, London

AZERBAIJAN

10 Baku

OPENING SOON

11    Galataport, Istanbul

12   The Palm Raffles Hotel, Dubai

13   Monte Carlo, France

14   Mykonos, Greece

BEE GODDESS BOUTIQUES



EUROPE
1 Harrods, Luxury Jewellery Room, UK

2 Frost of London, UK

3 Madlord’s, Paris, France

4 La Perla di Capri, Italy

5 Gomez & Molina, Spain

6 Weselton, Ibiza, Spain

7 Beymen Stores (Nişantaşı, Zorlu, Akasya,

 Suadiye, İstinye Park, Kavaklıdere, Panora,

      Bodrum Yalıkavak)

8 Six Senses Kaplankaya, Bodrum  

9 In-Formal D Maris Bay, Marmaris  

10 Maça Kızı Hotel, Bodrum

11 Edition Hotel, Bodrum

12 LuJo Hotel, Bodrum

13   Gizia Gate Emaar, İstanbul

USA
13 Maxfield, Los Angeles and Malibu

14 Atelier Martyn Lawrence Bullard, Los Angeles

15 Neiman Marcus, Chicago, Los Angeles

 and San Francisco

16 Jaimie Geller Jewelry, Los Angeles

17  Haremlique, Miami

18 Reinhold Jewelers, Puerto Rico

MIDDLE EAST
19 Galeries Lafayette, Qatar
20  Comptoir 102, Dubai

ASIA
20 ISETAN Tokyo 

21 Barneys, Tokyo  

22 Sixieme Ginza, Tokyo

23 Fzusei, Osaka

24  Lane Crawford, Hong Kong

25  Constella Jewellery, Kazakhstan 

BEE GODDESS POINT OF SALES



beegoddessjewellerybeegoddessjewellery BeeGoddessJewel

www.beegoddess.com

hello@beegoddess.com


